Successful completion of developmental coursework provides a foundation for academic success in college-level coursework.

Full-time students placing into developmental classes in reading, English or mathematics must register for the required classes during their first semester. If two levels of a course are required, students must continue to the next higher-level developmental course during the subsequent semester, provided they have completed the lower-level developmental course with a satisfactory grade. Students receiving a U, R, or W are required to repeat the lower-level course before moving on to a higher-level course.

Students who are required to take multiple developmental courses and are unable to enroll in all of the courses during their first semester should successfully complete developmental reading and English prior to enrolling in developmental mathematics.

Part-time students who test into developmental courses are required to successfully complete these courses, which may be taken in conjunction with certain approved courses. If only developmental mathematics is required, it should be completed within the students’ beginning semesters.